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About This Game

This game has an original story as base. This story will take place in a planet called "EggPlanet" in which chickens have
different life styles, and you will advance on story as one of them.

The story will take place in a laboratory of certain government which investigate as egg which is about to explode.

Also you a chicken and the player, will have to complete simple tests(puzzles) as chicken called noisy says.

The Game Features are
・Easy Puzzle And Hidden Story

・Completely original story
・You are A damn Chicken

・30+ levels and additional levels
・Mysterious and fantastic world as base

・Simple Controll
・Beautiful 3D graphics

・Original Arts
・A chicken which can be customized
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Title: Chicken ~Boiled Egg~
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Wolfcrafter321
Publisher:
Wolfcrafter321
Release Date: 18 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: 1.7 GHz + Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel (Haswell) HD Graphics P4700

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Japanese
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Elven Love is absolutely fantastic. No issues at all with VIVE. Very well done. It looks like they plan on adding more content.
Although tailored more for adults with themes, they did not cross the line. This is not for children.. i had to restart it to do the
first thing in the tutorial when it wouldnt register which was quick turning around. then again because the tractor beam gun
couldnt interact with the objective. then again but the turning again didnt register. then the teleporting wouldnt work so couldnt
grab the bat so restarted again but still cant get the gun to grab the star ect...ect... so spent half an hour restarting a game to
unsuccesfully finish a tutorial. Zombillie is the zombie version of the game Millie, which is like the offspring of Pacman and
classic Snake. This game is addicting, challenging and fun! If you like Pacman, Snake or even Centipede, puzzlers and nice
graphics, get this game! The only complaint that I have is that the controls can be a little unresponsive, just like Millie,, other
than that its a real fun little game.. Bought this as part of the Deluxe bundle of Tower3D Pro. Its a good addition to the default
airports and this place is going to make you sweat if you have more than one landing runway active.
Pricing is a little steep, but I think some will think its worth it.
Tower and Ground controller all at the same time! Get ready to pull your hair out!. Good game.
Interesting narrative, good story, good voice acting, good pace. I wish it got a bit more attention.. Buy it, it's amazing!. A little
unimpressed that it only has late model aluminum B-17s... as in it only has ONE skin for B-17s. I'd give that one aspect a serious
thumbs down... Especially because some of the marketing I've seen has Olive liveries... but overall, one really needs all these
great assetts to make some awesome missions. I'll give it a thumbs up, but I hope they include more texture options for that
price... really.. The premise of the game is really interesting and cool - I\u2019ve found the process of testing my own games to
be engaging and often surprising and amusing, and I love the idea of tasking players with doing this.

However, I found that Project glitch failed to engage me. The game didn\u2019t ask enough of me. It mostly told me exactly
what to do, and when I succeeded It was not due to my actions or intentions. I was a character following a script - not an agent
who makes decisions, solves problems, or explores the game world.

All this might not have been much of a problem if I found the game to be consistently funny, but most of the jokes fell flat. I
suspect this is because they were centered around the game being buggy - which was totally expected from the beginning, thus
didn\u2019t violate my expectations. These gags were usually too predictable to be funny - follow instruction, bug happens,
follow instruction, bug happens, follow instruction\u2026 and so on.

The game would be way better if it was a scavenger hunt, rather than a series of levels which the player is directed through.

Fans of Goat Simulator and similar games might find Project Glitch funnier than I did. And developers in search of interesting
projects and new ideas might be able to glean some interesting ideas from it. But it's not well designed or polished enough for
me to recommend it to most people.
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The game is very short and very easy. I enjoyed it, but it is clearly designed for teaching middle school aged children. The game
is very focused on rapid clicking and memorizing the growth pattern. Ther is no way to grow the plant your own way or to step
outside the pre-determined growth format. Winning requires one optimal strategy repeated for every plant.. The community has
brain damage and it's full of bugs.

Would be a fun game.. advertised as a completly new game, still a trashass piece of code :). Great free game that kill some time
if you are waiting for various reasons!. Crappy controls, boring, lack of mechanics. Don't waste your money on this one.. Lovely
looking game. Great sounds. Nice atmosphere. Has been a problem with the jump button not being responsive, but the
developer got in touch and they've been fantastic. I'm sure that this won't be a problem for much longer. ** EDIT ** Turns out
to be my not too great machine specs. From the other reviews this doesn't seem to be a problem for most people. **

I can't recommend the game enough. It's feels unique and stands out from the usual fayre. The sound only adds to the mood of
the game. The puzzles are fun, not too difficult, but you will die a few times trying to solve them. Stick with it though as the
visual style only gets better as you progress, just look at the trailer :). Well, I brought this game yesterday and have played it a
few hours.. a few boring uneventful hours, what I am I doing here hours.
The graphics are great, but the gameplay was very uninspiring, I might be spoiled by the likes of Diablo, there are no pickups
and the only way to improve is to purchase from the rewards, many many creatures attacking, effectively no way to heal and and
all the upgrades had a big minus, get something stronger and it will only work if you have not moved I am very disappointed and
this will be going in the bin as a complete waste of money, well I should not say the bin I will reinstall some time down the track
but if you have money you want to throw away this is the game for you.
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